[This paper is a brief summary of part of a thesis submitted for the degree of M.D. (Pathology), Lucknow University.] 
Introduction
Appendicitis is one of the commonest and not infrequently one of the most dangerous of the surgical emergencies and there is a good deal of evidence that mild attacks of inflammation of the appendix occur much more frequently than is generally supposed. Our knowledge of the exact pathology and setiology of the disease is, however, far from complete.
Although appendicitis had been reported in the eighteenth century it received no proper recognition until 1886, when Fitz of Boston described a long series of cases, distinguished it clearly as the commonest cause of perityphlitis and gave it the name now universally adopted. Within "twenty years it had attained the position of being the most common of all acute abdominal illnesses. This rapidly increasing menace in the beginning of the present century naturally drew the attention of both the pathologists and clinicians, and vague and fantastic explanations were given. Most of the evidence was clinical and co-incidental. Racial and climatic factors were blamed. The role of meat diet with a reduction of cellulose appeared to be a very plausible explanation to the older pathologists for the greater prevalence of the disease in the West and comparative rarity in the more vegetarian East. In fact the earliest experimental work of Wilkie (1914) Early in the twentieth century, with increasing interest in bacteriology, the infective theory in the causation of appendicitis was brought forward, there being two schools of thought? the hsematogenous and enterogenous. Rosenow (1915) the pioneer of the hsematogenous theory put forward the view that acute appendicitis was the result of the selective affinity of certain throat streptococci for the appendix. Poynton and Paine (1911) and Adrian (1901) working on the rabbit came to a similar conclusion. McMeans (1917) and more recently Williams and McLachlan (1930) [ Dec., 1947 {I) The bacterial flora of the rabbit's appendix is similar to the flora in the human appendix. The 6. I agree with Wells that the hsematogenous hypothesis advocated by Rosenow (1915) and by Poynton and Paine (1911) My experimental findings are in agreement with the enterogenous hypothesis advocated by Aschoff (1933) 
